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KIND LED Elevates Its Status as the Best LED Grow Light with the Addition
of the Secondary Lens

KIND LED, the best LED grow Light, distributed by SuperCloset just added a secondary
optical lens onto the K3 series for maximum photosynthetic penetration from plant canopy all
the way down to the stem. Now, indoor gardeners will be able to mimic the sun’s natural
photosynthetic progression of rays as they strike a plant across its entire body.

San Francisco, CA (PRWEB) October 10, 2013 -- Photosynthetic penetration is important for overall plant
health and vitality and the new secondary optical lens on the K3 series does an excellent job of facilitating this
penetration. The K3 series is poised to revolutionize the LED grow light industry with all new features
including the secondary optical lens.

The KIND LED Grow Light will cultivate record breaking yields, both in quantity and quality, while running
quieter, cooler, and more efficiently than any other grow light. Comprised of high powered 3 Watt Light
Emitting Diodes, KIND LED lights feature a proprietary intensified spectrum designed for flowering large
yields. This revolutionary series of LED grow lights will produce the biggest and best yields, while consuming
approximately half the electricity of HID lights and producing virtually no heat.

Only KIND LED grow lights are specifically designed to grow up to 150 different medicinal herbs and most all
vegetables. Many studies have even show an increase in oil production and quality, closer inter-nodal spacing,
and denser fruits and flowers. Also, because these KIND LED grow lights produce less heat, they do not need
to be air-cooled like HPS lights, therefore eliminating the need for additional fans, which also makes them run
quieter.

KIND LED lights are distributed by SuperCloset. Go to http://supercloset.com/product-category/systems-
supplies/led-lighting/ for more information.

About SuperCloset:
SuperCloset takes the guesswork out of growing through manufacturing the most innovative and customer
friendly hydroponic systems and turnkey grow box units. After 10 years SuperCloset continues to lead the
horizontal and vertical growing industry with its commitment to excellent products and world-class customer
service.
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Contact Information
Erik Elder
SuperCloset
http://www.supercloset.com
+1 (415) 285-0300 103

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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